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MAYOR’S CONSTRUCTION ACADEMY (MCA) HUB STATUS AND FUNDING OPPORTUNITY APPLICATION FORM - Guidance Notes

All organisations applying to become a Mayor’s Construction Academy (MCA) hub lead are advised to read these Guidance Notes before submitting an application.

Applicants should:

Application Form
Read the Prospectus and Guidance Notes in full before completing the application form to understand what is being procured.
Check they are eligible to act as an MCA hub lead.
Provide contact details for a named individual to whom future correspondence should be addressed – this individual must be employed by the organisation applying to be the MCA hub lead.
Clearly state which 
	provider(s) have achieved the MCA Quality Mark and are a partner in the hub application
	which employers and stakeholders are partners in the application and how they would contribute to the successful delivery of MCA hub objectives.

	Complete all sections in the application form and ensure all information requested is included as either a narrative response on the main application form or as an attachment (see below).
	Ensure all information provided is accurate, complete, and does not contain false or misleading statements.

Ensure narrative application responses do not exceed the stated word count.
Attachments are in addition to the stipulated word count.
Write any acronyms in full the first time they appear in the application.
Provide a brief description of any technical terms at the first point which they appear in the application.
Refer to relevant research and intelligence which supports application responses and identify the source.
State the reason(s) why they are unable to provide requested information; where this is the case, they should include any relevant alternative information to assist with evaluation of the application.
State how much revenue funding is being requested as part of the application and for how many outcomes.

Attachments
Clearly highlight any attachments which supplement the narrative response in the main application form.
Submit all attachments as individual documents – document titles should include the number of the application question they relate to.

Clarification Questions
Submit any questions about this opportunity to the GLA by email to MCA@london.gov.uk by 12:00 noon, Friday 13th July 2018 - Questions via other means are not permitted.
Check the GLA website regularly for updates and answers to clarification questions.

Submitting applications
Submit the application as a Word document. PDF and scanned applications will not be accepted.
Check all relevant documents are attached to the email.
	State the name of the applicant organisation in the subject field of your email and in the title of the application form.
Mayor’s Construction Academy (MCA) - Hub Status and Funding Opportunity- APPLICATION FORM							
Please complete the application form with a description of the evidence you have supplied to meet each of the assessment criteria.

The evidence should be clearly labelled with the relevant criteria identification number 1 through to 5.1.

The completed application pack and evidence must be sent by email to MCA@london.gov.uk by 1700hrs, Friday 20th July 2018


Hub scope & partnership working (30%)
Scored
0 to 5
OR
Essential - Pass/Fail
Response and description of evidence supplied.
The evidence should be supplied separately and clearly labelled with the relevant criteria number. 
Criteria theme 
Criteria 


Geographical coverage
Define the MCA hub    area including the borough(s) covered and the rationale for:

	the area identified (please include a map outlining the area covered)


	construction skills and the opportunities relating to the area identified



Essential – Pass/Fail
[200 words maximum]
Occupational scope
Detail the construction occupations to be covered by the hub and the rationale for the occupations identified

Scored 
0 to 5
[200 words maximum]
Objectives
	Explain:


	How the MCA hub would support the homebuilding sector


	How the MCA hub would support the development of skills relating to innovative construction techniques


	Any other objectives which the hub would aim to achieve


Scored 
0 to 5
[300 words maximum]
Provider information
	Name of provider(s) who would deliver construction skills training on behalf of the hub 


Provide details of their MCA training offer 

Scored 
0 to 5
[ 100 words per provider]
Employer information 
	Submission of letters of support from a minimum of 5 construction employers associated with the homebuilding sector (including a mixture of larger and smaller employers) committing to provide work placements, apprenticeships and employment opportunities for hub participants. (Please ensure these letters are on headed paper and include contact details.)


Scored 
0 to 5


[Please list the letters you are submitting here]

Describe how the    hub plans to engage with SMEs
Scored 
0 to 5
[300 words maximum]
Stakeholder information
	Letters of support from all planned MCA hub partners detailing how they can support delivery of hub outcomes and outputs. (Please ensure these letters are on headed paper and include contact details.)



Scored 
0 to 5


[Please list the letters you are submitting here]

Planning and monitoring (15%)


Criteria theme
Criteria


Governance

Submission of governance chart for coordination of MCA hub and delivery of KPIs

Score      0 to 5


	Submission of structure chart detailing who will be delivering the construction skills training provision e.g. tutors


Score      0 to 5


	Summary of key individuals (including the Hub Coordinator) and their roles in delivering the MCA hub and delivery of KPIs


Scored 
0 to 5
[300 words maximum]
  Project plan
Submission of project plan for the development of MCA hub and delivery of KPIs


Score      0 to 5

Risk register
	Submission of risk register and mitigating actions for delivery of MCA hub and associated KPIs



Score      0 to 5

Financial forecast
Submission of financial plan for delivery of MCA hub and associated KPIs for the duration of the programme.

Score      0 to 5

Communications plan
	Submission of an internal communications plan between hub partners


Score      0 to 5
[400 words maximum]

     Submission of an external communications plan explaining how the hub would source learners 

Score      0 to 5
[500 words maximum]

    Provide an explanation as to how the hub would seek to address industry stereotypes and promote a more diverse construction workforce. Please provide any relevant examples.
Scored 
0 to 5
[400 words maximum]
Administration
Confirmation that the proposed hub recognises its responsibility to update the GLA with details of learners and outcomes achieved in line with GLA requirements.

Essential -Pass/Fail



3. Delivery approach (30%)


Criteria theme
Criteria


Curriculum design
	Demonstrate how the MCA hub will ensure its delivery offer aligns with short and medium/ long term industry needs



Scored 
0 to 5
[400 words maximum]

Please provide examples of good practice which the hub would build upon to develop its offer


Scored 
0 to 5
[400 words maximum]
  Safeguarding
Describe and provide evidence of the hub’s approach to safeguarding policy

Scored 
0 to 5
[300 words maximum]
Training delivery
	Describe the planned delivery approach and provide: 

	details of what qualifications each provider will be delivering


Scored 
0 to 5
[400 words maximum]
Industry engagement
Provide a proposed programme of industry engagement activities to enhance the training offer


Scored 
0 to 5
[500 words maximum]
KPIs
	Provide details of the proposed number of outputs/ KPIs to be achieved with MCA hub support including diversity targets




Scored 
0 to 5
[Please ensure you complete Appendix 1: Mayor’s Construction Academy (MCA) - Hub Status and Funding Opportunity- programme level KPIs]

Explain how these will improve upon any existing baseline

Scored 
0 to 5
[400 words maximum]
Tutor CPD (Continuing Professional Development)
Describe how the hub will support industry CPD

Scored 
0 to 5
[300 words maximum]
Match funding
Confirmation and a description of additional cash or in-kind match funding identified by hub partners

Essential -Pass/Fail
[200 words maximum]
4. Quality assurance (20%)


Criteria theme
Criteria


Quality       management
Describe and provide evidence of your quality management framework or approach, including evidence that appropriately qualified and competent staff will be in post to carry out quality monitoring.  

Scored 
0 to 5
[300 words maximum]
Quality monitoring
	Describe and provide evidence of how the hub will implement any actions within the timescales identified through quality monitoring by the GLA.


Scored 
0 to 5
[300 words maximum]
Good practice and lessons learned
Explain how the hub will share good practice and lessons learned with other successful MCA hubs including examples of how this would be achieved

Scored 
0 to 5
[300 words maximum]
Sustainability strategy (5%)


Criteria theme
Criteria


Sustainability strategy
Provide details of the hub’s sustainability strategy post GLA funding

Scored 
0 to 5
[500 words maximum]











Appendix 1: Mayor’s Construction Academy (MCA) - Hub Status and Funding Opportunity- programme level KPIs

The completed application pack and evidence must be sent by email to MCA@london.gov.uk by 1700hrs, Friday 20th July 2018

Final KPI volumes will be determined in response to applicant proposals


Programme-wide indicators
2018/19
2019/20
2020/21
Employers engaged across all hubs; 



Learners progressing into employment or an apprenticeship; 



Learners in 6 months’ sustained employment; 



Learners undertaking work placements; 



Learners undertaking IAG interventions; 



Female, as a percentage of each indicator (target % = double the current representation in the construction workforce in London*)
30%
30%
30%
BAME, as a percentage of each indicator (target % = double the current representation in the construction workforce in London*)
32%
32%
32%
* Representation in construction workforce in London region, female 15%, and BAME 16.6%. Source APS Nomis Oct 16 - Sep 17




Appendix 2: Mayor’s Construction Academy (MCA) - Hub Status and Funding Opportunity - Checklist

Please ensure all the documents listed below are submitted as part of your application.

The completed application pack and evidence must be sent by email to MCA@london.gov.uk by 1700hrs, Friday 20th July 2018




Criteria


Document

Description of document(s) to be submitted


Submitted Yes/No

1.1

Map
A map outlining the area to be covered by the hub.


1.5

Construction employers’ letters
Submission of letters of support from a minimum of 5 construction employers associated with the homebuilding sector


1.7

MCA hub partners’ letters
Letters of support from all planned MCA hub partners detailing how they can support delivery of hub outcomes and outputs.


2.1

Governance chart
Submission of governance chart for coordination of MCA hub and delivery of KPIs



2.2


Structure chart
Submission of structure chart detailing who will be delivering the construction skills training provision e.g. tutors


2.4

Project plan
Submission of project plan for the development of MCA hub and delivery of KPIs


2.5

Risk register
Submission of risk register and mitigating actions for delivery of MCA hub and associated KPIs


2.6

Financial Plan
Submission of financial plan for delivery of MCA hub and associated KPIs for the duration of the programme.




